Beginning Reader Book List

After completing the program in *Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons* the author suggests "next steps" in reading. These books should be read in the order listed (though you don’t need to read ALL the books). The author also lists vocabulary words that should be taught before the book is read. Here is the list:

*Have You Seen My Cat?* by Eric Carle
*Look What I Can Do* by José Aruego
Vocabulary Words: what, too

*We Hide, You Seek* by Ariane Dewey
Vocabulary Words: ready, seek, want, turn, we’ll

*I Love You, Dear Dragon* by Margaret Hillert
Vocabulary Words: work, who, pretty, one, make, guess, father, dragon, dear

*If All The Seas Were One Sea* (Aladdin Picture Books) by Janina Domanska
Vocabulary Words: ax, axes, great, sea, seas, splish, would"

*Blue Sea* by Robert Kalan and Donald Crews
Vocabulary Words: blue, goodbye, ouch, smaller

*Hop on Pop* by Dr. Seuss
Vocabulary Words: pup, tall, sad, cup, bee, Jim, Pat, Ted, wall, bat, dad, ball, fight

*Inside, Outside, Upside Down* by Stan and Jan Berensain
Vocabulary Words: coming, mama, outside, right, track, upside

*Green Eggs and Ham* (Beginner Books) by Dr. Seuss
Vocabulary Words: anywhere, boat, eggs, thank, train, would

*Go, Dog. Go!* (Beginner Books) by Philip D. Eastman
Vocabulary Words: all, around, black, hello, party, three, two, water, work, yellow

*Mine's the Best* (My First I Can Read) by Crosby Bonsall
Vocabulary Words: bigger, deal, does, fault, it's, mine, she's, smart, things, yours

*The Carrot Seed* by Ruth Krauss and Crockett Johnson
Vocabulary Words: ground, carrot, pulled, nothing, afraid, water, sprinkled, weeds, around, seeds

*Whose Mouse Are You?* by Robert Kraus
Vocabulary Words: inside, far, none, nobody's, whose, caught, trap, toe, new
*Home for a Bunny* by Margaret Wise Brown and Garth Williams
Vocabulary Words: spring, robin, bunny, groundhog, leaves, burst, would, drown, road, until, home

*Who Took the Farmer's Hat?* by Joan L. Nodset and Fritz Siebel
Vocabulary Words: goat, farmer, hill, flowerpot, nest, squirrel, wind, round, boat, nice, oh, new

*A Kiss for Little Bear* by Else Holmelund Minarik and Maurice Sendak
Vocabulary Words: hi, glad, decided, bear, grandmother, kiss, skunk, pond, hen, wedding

*Henry and Mudge* by Cynthia Rylant and Sucie Stevenson
Vocabulary Words: searched, straight, weighed, drooled, tornadoes, whined, worry, worried, thought, chocolate, vanilla, silent, couldn't

*Nate the Great* by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat and Marc Simont
Vocabulary Words: Nate, Great, detective, diamonds, pearls, searched, comfortable, monster, picture, Rosamond, kitchen, bury, yesterday, passages, trails, secret, breakfast, minutes, balloons, juice

*Magic Tree House #1: Dinosaurs Before Dark* by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca
Vocabulary Words: Pennsylvania, disappeared, neighbor, ancient, absolutely, volcanoes, cautiously, giant, weighed, incredibly, ignored, gigantic, enormous, miracle, engraving, tingle

*Look Out, Washington D.C.* by Patricia Reilly Giff and Blanche Sims
Vocabulary Words: famous, pioneers, cafeteria, comedy, garage, diaries, prairie, escalator, nerves, scrunched dedication, Union Station, palace, Lincoln Memorial, Washington Monument, aisle, statue, breath, couple, shoulders, museum, ceiling, ordinary, souvenir